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Service Flag Changed

"Missing In Action"

The Clemson service flag now
has 5127 names of Clemson
men in the service and 177 gold
stars denoting Clemson men
killed.
The old figures were
5046 men in the service and 147
men killed. The count on the
service flag is changed about
every three months.

According to latest reports from
"Uncle" J. H. Woodward, Alumni
Secretary, the records show 31
Clemson men "missing in action",
and 43 "prisoners of war". No
casualties are included in these
reports unless the College has
received authentic reports from
families or from newspaper accounts that quote the War Department.
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FACULTY PICKS
BLUE KEY WORMS
With a little application of the
brain to long forgotten Latin, you
may remember that acer means
sharp. The Air Corps Enlisted
Reserve at Clemson lives up to
the Latin meaning of its abbreviation.
Smart fellows, those
Romans, to think of us when they
invented that word.
Several weeks ago 63 "sharp"
fellows, hardened veterans of the
battle to keep from flunking at
Lehigh University, walked, staggered, or crawled into Barracks
No. 1. In, them Clemson got a
prize, for these boys are talented.
For instance, Ralph Secoura can
persuade any normal individual
that Baltimore always has been,
is, and always will be, the world's
greatest port. In spite of these
powers of persuasion, Earl Simpson will always stick up for Norfolk, Navy town that it is. "Rube"
Sharaden, a Pennsylvanian, is the
guy who used to have the classy
mustache. Stop around to room
360 in your spare time and note
the contrast.
Art "Chris" Christeansen is one
of many ,'Pittsboig" fellows.
When "Chris" falls out in underwear it will be no surprise since
his barracks bag full of clothing
is now the property of The Pennsylvania Railroad. The first day
the ex-Lehigh men arrived Capt.
Ernesti drafted volunteers (Army
language) Fink and "Snatch"
O'Mara as section leaders. Now
two sections thrill to the cadence
of these manly voices. Jim McLellan has heard a vague. rumor
that Clemson has a demerit system.
Nasty rumor, eh what?
Speaking of demerits, Andy Steenson has been told that there isn't
a twenty demerit bust for breathing. He has decided not to start
till next week, though, rather
risk the wrath of Cadet Lt. Zechnowitz.
Armond Tavinini just
isn't the boy we used to know.
He spends hours thinking of his
home town of Nazareth, Pa.,
where the girls outnumber the
fellows.
One new arrival deserves special attention. He has trouble
convincing people of his identity.
He is John Smith, is from Jamestown, Va., and, by virtue of owning a group of fishing boats, his
father is Capt. John Smith. There
is antother believe-it-or-not tale to
be told. Ray White and Bob
White are twins. Try to find any
resemblance. We can't.
So much for today. In return
for this information the ACER'S
from Lehigh ask only one question. When do we meet Clem?

Lawton Receives
Legion Of Merit
Maj. Crawford B. Lawton, USMC, of Fairfax, has recently returned to his base in the Pacific
theater after spending a thirty day
leave with his family. He has been
awarded the Legion of Merit for
exceptionally meritorious conduct
in the performance of his duties
as executive and commanding officer of a landing party during
the assault on Guam.
Maj. Lawton graduated from
Clemson with a BS degree in
Chemistry in 1940. While at Clemson, he was regimental colonel,
Pres. of the Tiger Brotherhood,
member of Blue Key, "Scabbard
and Blade," "Y" Cabinet and
Council, Alpha Chi Sigma, and
Senior Platoon. He was also bestdrilled freshman, and an honor
military graduate.
He has three brothers, all of
whom graduated from Clemson,
in service: Lt. Col. E. G. Lawton,
(Continued On Page Four)
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ARE ANNOUNCED

Six Cadets Chosen To Reorganize
Fraternity, Inactive Since 1943
For the first time since the spring of 1943, Blue Key, national honor leadership and service fraternity, is functioning
on the Clemson campus. On January 15, the faculty members
of Blue Key announced the nomination of six cadets to the
fraternity. The nominees were chosen on the basis of character,
leadership, and scholarship. Between 1943 and the present the
faculty members have chosen ohe cadet, G. W. Clark, to become
a member.
On the night of January 25, a plans to work in the field of Agribanquet was held and the six culture.
Gordon M. Goodale, Chem. and
worms were formally initiated in- Chem. Eng. '45, of Clemson, has
to Blue Key. Thase six cadets been president of Y. M. C. A.,
were J. E. Beatty, A. S. Bobo. G. president of Senior Council, presiM. Goodale, S. W. Hogue, Jr., H. dent of Alpha Phi Omega, member of Tiger Brotherhood, memL. Pratt, and M. R. Tilson.
Lists of the activities that the ber of Y. M. C. A. councils and
individuals have participated in cabinet, circulation manager of the
TIGER, Regimental Chaplain, past
are below.
president of the Junior Class,
John E. Beatty, Jr. Chem. '45, Placing Chairman of the C. D. A.,
of Baltimore, Md., has been a and a student assistant instructor
member of the Y. M. C. A. Cabinet, in Chemistry.
Chairman of Decorations on the
Samuel Wylie Hogue, Jr., Ind.
CD. A., member of the TIGER
circulation staff, president Luth- Ed. '45, of Camden, has been cheereran Students, a student instruc- leader and head cheerleader,
tor in Chemistry, and a company member of Iota Epsilon, member
of the Supply Sergeants Club,
executive.
member of the Minor 'C" Club,
Austin S. Bobo, Jr., Voc. Ag. member of the TIGER staff, and
Ed. '45, of Roebuck, has been an has held the ranks of Pvt., Corp.,
evening watch leader, a member Supply Sergeant, Major, Lt. Col.,
of the B. S. U. Council, president and Col. (Regimental Commandof B. S. U. Council, vice-presi- er) in the Cadet Corps. He is
dent of the Y. M. C. A., member also a member of the Carnegie
of the Executive Sergeants Club, Music Society and a World War
member of Officers Club, has held II veteran.
the ranks of Corp., Sgt., First Lt.,
Horace L. Pratt, Jr., T. E. '45, of
and Capt. in the Cadet Corps. He
graduated on February 5 and Columbia, has been commander
of the Cadet Corps, member, of
"Y" Cabinet, Publicity Manager
of C. D. A., member of Executive
Sergeants Club, member of Tiger
Platoon, and has held the ranks
of Pvt, Sgt., First Sgt., Capt.,
Major, and Colonel.
Martin R. Tilson, ME '45 of
Savannah, Ga., has been president of the C. D. A., president of
the Canterbury Club, past Secretary of Executive Sergeants
Club, Secretary of the Senior
Council, Student News Editor of
the TIGER, member of the Freshman and Sophomore Y. M. C. A.
Councils, member of Y. M. C. A.
Cabinet, member of the Tiger
Platoon, member of ASME, and
a Lt. Col. in the Cadet Corps. He
is also a veteran of Word War II.

Col. Nichols of the Fourth
Service Command talks with
Cadet Col. H. L. Pratt during
the War Department inspecttion of Clemson held January
25 and 26. According to a statement released by the Commandant's office, Clemson was rated
excellent on this inspection.

Again the TIGER has lost
members of its staff to the
armed forces. D. D. Pate, '46,
of Camden, and J. S. Parrish,
'47, of Easley, have left Clemson to enter service. Pate,
former Acting Editor, is going
into the Army, and Parrish,
sports reporter, is, expecting to
join the Navy.

Barnes, Howell Get Highest Awards;
15 High Honors; Forty-Five Honors

Pictured above are the six cadets recently elected to membership in Blue Key. Mr. J. C. Littlejohn, Faculty Advisor, is shown administering the oath immediately following a banquet attended
by faculty members and initiates. Reading from left to right they are: Col. H. L. Pratt, Lt. Gordon
Goodale, Lt. Col. M. R. Tilson, Mr. J. C. Littlejohn, Capt. J. E. Beatty, Capt. J. S. Bobo, Col. S. W.
Hogue.

REGIMENTAL BALL MAR. 2
of the Honoray Cadet Colonel during the Friday night dance. In the
past it has been the custom to
select the girl for this coveted
portion from the - dates of the
Scabbard and Blade members.
However, in the absence of this
organization it has been decided
to pick this young lady from
the dates of the senior class.
The difficult job of electing
one of the Senior dates to the
position of Honorary Cadet
Colonel is in the hands of a committee proposed by the Senior
Class. Professor B. E. Goodale,
Dr. V. C. Green and one other

Sgt. J. P. Carter
Wins Promotion

Officers Picked
For New Semester

OFFICERS FOR CURRENT SEMESTER

w

I can't die now because I haven't got enough money. —Holtzy.
* * *
It doesn't make sense,. a social
with more girls than Cadets.
—Rev. Cole.
* * »
A Prof, calls the roll when he
doesn't have anything else to do.
—"Pop" Sherman.

S. W. Hogue, Industrial Education '45, of Camden, has
been appointed by the military authorities to serve as cadet
regimental Colonel for the second semester of the 1944-45
school year.
M. R. Tilson, ME '45, iof Savannah, Georgia, has been
appointed Lt. Col. to serve as regimental executive.
R. F. Ridgeway, ME '45, of Greenville, and A. T. Adams,
TE '45, of Rock Hill, have been appointed Lt. Col. and are
First and Second Battalion Commanders respectively.
The entire regimental organization, with the exception of
the ACER Battalion, appears below,
Leader. First Sgt. D. K. Stokes,
Regimental Staff
Col. S. W. Hogue, Commander; First Sergeant.
Company B
Lt. Col. M. R. Tilson, Executive;
Capt. N. M. Crow, Commander;
Capt. A. T. Coleman, Adjutant;
Capt. A. C. Odom, Mess Officer; Second Lt. M. J. Pinson, Platoon
M/Sgt. J. L. Brady, Sergeant Leader. Second Lt. J. O. Murray,
Major; T/Sgt. C. L. Pace, Color Platoon Leader. First Sgt. W. I.
Sgt.; T/Sgt. S. M. Witherspoon, Fox, First Sergeant.
Second Battalion Staff
Color Sgt.; Corporal V. J. Deas,
Lt. Col. A. T. Adams, ComColor Corporal; Cpl. T. H. Peak,
Color Corporal. Cpl. L. M. Yancey, mander. Maj. R. H. Young, Executive. First Lt. A. W. Shoolbred,
Color Corporal.
Adjutant; T/Sgt. C. W. Busch,
Headquarters Company
2nd Lt. A. A. Atkinson, Com- Sergeant Major.
Company E
mander; Second Lt. H. G. Rhodes,
Capt. J. S. Plaxico, CommandExecutive; First Sgt. D. J. Garris,
er; First Lt. W. D. Inabinet, PlaFirst Sergeant.
toon leader; Second Lt. H. D.
First Battalion Staff
Lt. Col. R. F. Ridgeway, Com- Richardson, Platoon Leader; First
mander. Maj. W. C. MrElreath, Sgt. C. L. Morris, First Sergeant.
Company F
Executive; First Lt. T. E. Hill,
Capt. G. J. Ballenger, ComAdjutant. T/Sgt. A. C. Page,
mander; Second Lt. R. H. Yeargin,
Sergeant Major.
Platoon Leader; Second Lt.' J. A.
Company A
Capt. J. E. Beatty, Commander. I Timmerman, Platoon Leader; First
Second L. A. T. Perry, Platoon Sgt. H. L. Carlisle, First Sergeant.
;
;
Band Company
First Lt. A. J. Rigby, Commander; First Sgt. T. F. Dabney, First
Sergeant.

Wade Appointed
Special Officer

Married men soon learn that a
wife's casual request is a stern
command.
—Doc. Ward
*

yet to be announced are members
of this committee of judges.
The young lady thus elected
will be presented her commission
by the Commandant and the traditional kiss will still be a part
of the long standing ceremony
that accompanies this great occasion.
Gordon Goodale, chairman of
placing, expects one of the largest
attendances of girls since these
Clemson dances the old timers
still remember. As in the past,
the Hospital Annex of the Physics
building will be used to house the
dates during the week end.

Martin R. Tilson, president of
the Central Dance Association,
has announced the forthcoming
"RegimentalBall" with music by
Bob Cleveland and his orchestra
to be held March 2 and 3. Final
arrangements have been made by
the C. D. A. and one of the biggest
dances of the school year is expected. This series of dances will
include a Friday night formal
from 9 o'clock to 2 o'clock and a
Saturday night informal from 8
to 12 o'clock.
Of particular interest to the
Cadet Corps will be the selection

John P. Carter of Charleston,
who finished his freshman year
at Clemson, has been recently
awarded the Air Medal for "meritorious achievement in aerial
flight while participating in an
attack upon enemy gun positions."
While serving, with a 12 Air Force
B-25 bombardment group operating in Corsica, Carter was promoted to sergeant. Sgt. Carter,
a tail gunner, has flown 34 missions over Southern France and
Northern Italy.

Pictured above are the top ranking officers of the Cadet Corps for the current semester. They
ar (left to right) Col. S. W. Hogue, Regimental Commander; Lt. Col. M. R. Tilson, Regimental
Evecutive; Lt. Col. R. F. Ridgeway, First Battalion Commander; Maj. W. C. MeElreath, First
Battalion Executive; First Lt. T. E. Hill, First Battalion Adjutant; Maj. R. H. Young, Second Battalion Executive; First Lt. A. W. Shoolbred, Second Battalion Adjutant; and Lt. Col. A. T. Adams,
Second Battalion Commander. Capt. A. J. Coleman, Regimental Adjutant, is not pictured.

Captain William B. Wade, GS.
'40, of Clinton, has been appointed officer in charge of Special
and Informational Services of an
Eighth Air Force B-17 station in
England.
When at Clemson Wade was
Cadet Captain, Associate editor of
The Tiger, member of "Y" Council, Blue Key, Tiger Brotherhood,
Gamma Alpha Mu, I. R. C, Minor
"C" Club, Calhoun Forensic Society, Debating Team, Tennis
Team, Senior Council, and honored in "Who's Who."

At the graduation exercises on February 5, the Honor
Lists for the second semester of the 1943-1944 school year and
also honors for the summer semester, 1944, were announced.
J. M. Barnes, EE '45, of Rock Hill was highest honor man for
the former session, and D. N. Hbwell, E '47, of Greenville,
ranked first in grades for the latter.
High honors are given for a Jr., Orangeburg; Freshman Class:
grade point ratio of 7.5 or above. D. N. Howell, Greenville; R. L.
Below is a list of the high honor Mixon, Beaufort; C. C. Hindman,
men in order of their rank—for III, Rock Hill; J. S. Parrish,
the second semester: Senior Class: Easley; T. F. Dabney, Jr., Rock
H. B. Rosenstock, Dillon; M. H. Hill; W. P. Martin, Jr., GreenPeterson, Darlingtftn; S. R. Car- wood.
Ion, Jr., Pittsfield, Mass.; Junior
Honors are given for a grade
Class: J. M. Barnes, Rock Hill, point ratio of 6.0-7.49. Below is
andW. G. Hudson, Westminster.; a list of the honors in order of
Sophomore Class: C. M. Crawford, their rank —for the second semesGreenville, and R. H. France, ter: Senior Class: G. W. Clark,
Spartanburg.
Asheville, N. C; J. L. Bostick,
For the summer semester, Pamplico; J. W. Hare, Jr., AnJunior Class: W. L. Marshall, Jr., derson; J. F. Sutton, Columbia;
Columbia; Sophomore Class: W. J. S. Barker, Westminster; W. P.
R. Gwinn, Roebuck; L. F. Theiling, Leapheart, Gilbert; N. E. Hunt,
Greenville; J. H. Carpenter, Jr.,
Rutherford ton, N. C; Junior Class:
A. M. Spiro, Belle Harbor, N. Y;
H. N. Koolage, Jr., Annapolis,
Md.; W. E. Lipman, Charleston;
G. M. Goodale, Clemson; I. S.
Recently the Central Dance As- Slobodien, Plainfield, N. J.; Sophsociation held a meeting to re- omore Class: W. L. Marshall, Jr.,
organize of the new semester. Columbia; J. E. Lockman, SparW. E. MeElreath of Wadley, Ga., tanburg; J. H. Schoenberg, Beauwas chosen Floor Chairman and fort; H. E. Thomason, Greenville;
O. B. Riley of Sumter was elected A. T. Perry, Ridgeland; Freshman
Decoration Chairman to replace Class: L. F. Theiling, Jr., OrangeW. S. Gregory and H. L. Pratt burg; M. B. Blackwell, Augusta,
who graduated. The rest of the Ga.; J. C. Berly, Jr., Pomaria;
officials of the association remain C. O. B. Skinner, Jacksonville,
as they were last semester.
Fla.; R. S. Collins, Ninety-Six;
C. C. Sartor, Sharon, Pa.; and
E. R. Mappus, Navy Yard.
For the summer semester:
Senior' Class: J. C. Martin, Cowpens; Junior Class: W. D. Inabnit,
Oswego; R. C. Barber, Beaufort;
H. L. Lancaster, Jr., Beaufort;
M. C. Baldwin, Jr., Orangeburg;
J. S. Plaxico, Sharon; Sophomore
Class: J. J. Lipton, Beaufort;
Freshman Class: J. W. Hawkins,
Greenwood; W. H. Owen, Rock
Hill; J. W. Evans, Jr., Kingstree;
E. G. McCall, Rock Hill; C. D.
Barker, Walhalla; C. I. Brunson,
Allendale; H. H. Provence, Greenville; E. H. Pitman, Bishopville;
J. O. Lewis, Marion; S. M. Witherspoon, Marion; J. E. Cothran,
Inman; M. H. R. Sadler, Rock
Hill; D. C. Salley, Saluda, N. C;
and J. C. Craven, Rock Hill.

C. Dc A. Elects Men

To Fill Offices

Bob Cleveland To Play For Regimental Ball

BY.THEIR
—W or d s—
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Hardins Entertain
Wesley Foundation
On Wednesday evening, January 24, members of the Wesley
Foundation council were entertained by Rev. and Mrs. Wannamaker Hardin with a spaghetti
dinner. Approximately forty cadets attended. The ladies of the
Woman's Society of Christian Science served the meal.
After dinner the regular Midweek Retreat program was held
at the church.

Robert W. Touchberry, AH
'45, of Pinewood, was elected
President of the Senior Class
February 9. "Bob" was a member of the '44 class that entered
service in June 1943. During
his freshman year, in 1941, he
was appointed a member of
Tiger Brotherhood, Clemson's
Honorary Service Rraternity.

Maj. Russey Goes
To Lanier High

Major Charles E. Russey, who
joined the Commandant's staff in
the latter part of 1944, has recently been transferred to Lanier High
School in Macon, Ga. Major Russey will serve as P. M. S. & T.
and Commandant at Lanier High
according to information received
from the Clemson Commandant's
office.
While at Clemson Major Russey
was Assistant Commandant in
Charge of the R. O. T. C. He left
to take up his new duties on FebLieut. Robert Herman Berly, ruary 6.
Jr., is missing in action, according to a telegram received by his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. R. H. Berly, Sr., of Lexington. The message from the war department
stated that the plane piloted by
Lieut. Berly was lost over HunAccording to the Registrar's
gary on December 11, but gave no latest "counting of noses" there
other details.
are approximately 450 ROTC caLieut. Berly enlisted in the Air dets, including 40 veterans, and
Corps reserves while a student at 201 ACER'S enrolled at Clemson.
Clemson in 1942. In March, 1943,
During October, among the 712
he reported for active duty, re- ROTC students enrolled, there
ceiving his wings at George Field, were 28 seniors, 37 juniors, 90
111., in March 1944. He arrived sophomores, 555 freshmen, and 2
overseas in October and attached special students. Included in
to the veteran Fifteenth American these numbers were 32 G. I. and
Air Force as a pilot of a B-24 V. R. veterans, who entered in
Liberator in Italy.
September. Clemson's doors corLieut. Berly has been awarded dially received 21 new freshmen
the Air Medal for meritorious last week. Also welcomed back
achievement in aerial flight were 10 former students, five of
against the enemy.
which are G. I. veterans.
The total of 283 ACER students
as of November 6 has continuously decreased because of the loss of
boys who have become of draft
age or for other reasons have
Capt. Maxcy S. Crews, CE '41, dropped out.
Sixty-three 3rd term ACER
of Laurens, has been missing in
action in Germany since Decem- students, who had previously
ber 21, according to a message been studying at Lehigh Univerreceived by his wife from the War sity in Pennsylvania, were welDepartment. He had been over- comed to Clemson last week.
The Registrar's records of Febseas about three months, serving
with an infantry regiment in the ruary 1 showed, to that date, that
144 ROTC students had been lost
European Theater.
While here Capt. Crews was a by discharge during the semester.
It is believed that after the
member of the football team,
Block "C" club, ASCE, Alpha Chi war Clemson's enrollment may
temporarily reach five thousand.
Psi, and First Sgts. Club.

Lt. Berly Missing
Over Hungary

Enrollment Down
By Two Hundred

Capt. M. S, Crews
Is Now Missing
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The TIGER is South Carolina's oldest college newspaper; its claim
T-Sgt. Preston B. Herlong, of
"The South's Most Interesting College Newspaper" is based on cirJohnston, is an aerial engineer in
culation, comment, and general attitude of those who read the TIGER. a veteran Troop Carrier Group,
Entered as Second Class Matter at the Post Office, Clemson, S. C. Twellth Air Force. The group has
been cited tor distinguished serv$1.00 ice in the China-Burma-India
Subscription Rate
theater of operations, and played
an important part in the invasions
THE STAFF FOR THIS ISSUE
of Africa, Sicily, Italy and SouthJ. O. LEWIS, H. F. FRIERSON, D. D. PATE, C. D.
Co-Editors ern France. Herlong wears the
BARKER
Feature Editors Distinguished Unit Badge, ■ the
R. H. YOUNG, J. S. PLAXICO
the Good Conduct Medal, the
Editorial Writer European-African-Middle East
E. E. JONES
W. S. REASONOVER
._-. Business Manager Theater Ribbon with six campaign
B. B. SMITH
Photographer stars, and the Asiatic-Pacific
M. R. TILSON _...:
Student News Editor Ribbon with one star for the
GORDON M. GOODALE
Circulation Manager Northern Burma campaign.
* * *
J. E. Beatty, (Prof. Ben Goodale Faculty supervisor), J. M. Barnes,
Alfred
Jack
Blanton, EE,'34, of
E. H. Rhame, M. L. Hodges, S. W. Hogue
Circulation Staff
H. B. Curtis, C. C. Bell, J. W. Evans, T. L. Monroe
.Reporters Gaffney, Signal Corps officer, has
been promoted from captain to
Prof. John D. Lane
1
Faculty Advisor major. He has served in Australia,
Goodertpugh Island, Finschaven
and Hollandia, New Guinea.

Clemson's Unwritten Laws

* * *

This editorial is written with the hope that it will instill the
ideas of the old Clemson and old Clemson men into the hearts of the
corps of the "wartime Clemson men." When a boy comes to Clemson and dons the uniform he puts himself on the same level and has
the same chances and opportunities for recognition. As time goes on
the leaders will emerge and in this group we will find the true
Clemson man, the man who will lead Clemson to even greater heights
of achievements. The sum total of all the things that go to make up a
true Clemson man are known as "Clemson's Unwritten Laws." We
reproduce them here for the reference of every Cadet in the hope
that they will be read, studied, and put into practice.
A Clemson Man:
1. Speaks to every Cadet and every professor at
every opportunity.
2. Leaves the door open while in another Cadets room
where the occupants are out.
3. Leaves a note when he borrows something from
another's room.
4. Never makes rude, insulting, or uncalled for remarks at girls passing barracks, and stays away from the
windows when not fully dressed.
5. Learns the college songs and yells as soon as possible.
6. Thanks the driver who has given him a "lift" and
offers to help the driver if he has trouble while the Cadet
is with him.
7. Dresses neatly, and is a gentleman at all times, in
uniform or out.
8. Never razzes a referee or- umpire.
9. Keeps quiet during inter-collegiate boxing bouts.
10. Keeps silent when in the hospital and library.
11. Pays his debts.
12. Respects the principles and regulations of the
college.
13. Comes to attention and holds the salute while the
"Star Spangled Banner" or "To The Colors" is beirig
played, if in uniform.
14. Respects the rights of others in the theatre by not
talking and laughing at the wrong time.
15. Is always honest in the classroom, regardless of
what he may see others doing.
16. Realizes that someone is making a sacvrifice to
give him the opportunity to be at Clemson, and consequently makes use of his time to the best advantage
by conscientious work, whether it be in study or leisure;
he both plays and works hard.
—J. S. Plaxico and R. H. Young

Lt. General Robert Eichelberger,
commander of the Eighth Army
which landed on the Zambalese
coast of Luzon recently without
firing a shot, addressed the graduating class at Clemson in June,
1942. After assuring the mothers
that American soldiers would get
the best in training and equipment
he concluded a very fine speech
with approximately these words:
"The Japs have taken some of
your Clemson boys prisoner, and
with your help, we propose to
go over and bring them back."

Religious Emphasis
Religious Emphasis Week has just ended. The theme of this
event was "Christianity and the Conquest of the Character," but it
seems io me that it should also serve another purpose. There has
been a gradual decrease in the interest and activity in the church
and church activities here at Clemson; I can think of no better time
for that interest and activity to increase than just after the fine series
of meetings that we have had.
The statement "Clemson should do more about the religious
life of the student" was heard several days ago. I can think of no
college or community where more emphasis is placed on the Church
than here at Clemson. There are five churches here on the campus—
Baptist, Methodist, Presbyterian, Episcopal, Catholic, and the Lutheran students meet in the "Y". Sunday School and church services
are held every Sunday.
. Each religious group on the campus sponsors a student night on
Wednesday night, which is known as "Church Night" to all Clemson
boys. The Baptists have the BSU and the BTU, the Methodists have
the Wesley Foundation and Mid-week Retreat; the Presbyterians
have the PSA; the Episcopalians have the Canterberry Club; the
Catholics have the Newman Club and the Lutherans again meet in
the "Y".
Every Sunday afternoon and evening the "Y" sponsors Vespers,
which all Cadets are invited to attend. Also as part of the "Y" program, morning watch is held every morning, except Saturday and
Sunday, immediately after breakfast, and quite often Evening Watch
meetings are held on the company halls at night.
The community people of Clemson are recognized far and wide
as a church loving and church attending people. As can plainly be
seen, there is much emphasis on religion on the campus. The fault
has been that the students have lost interest. Let's not discard and
forget about Religious Emphasis week; let's use it as a basis to revive
student interest and participation in Religion while here at Clemson.
—H. F. Frierson
********

Let's Think It Over
No - red blooded American read the account of the freeing of
prisoners from the Jap camp on Luzon without emotion, either a
choked feeling that stung the eyelids with unshed tears or a wild
burning rage and desire for personal retaliation. That's the kind of
men we grow in these United States—the kind that wants to rush
out and do something about it. Less Talk, NO red tape, a heap of
action, just the pitch-in-and-fight type. That's us. It's the good old
spirit of '76, 1812, 1918 and 1945 all rolled into one,, which is a lot
of spirit. That's why we have to have level headed, cool-thinking
leaders who can show us how to kick hardest and where the kick will
do the most good. That's also why we must think things out logically,
obey orders, drop into the groove assigned us and start grooving for
all we are worth. We are not all sharing alike in this war and we are
not all doing our best to help where it is most needed. We are complaysent and full of words when it hits the "other fellow" but we
howl to high Heaven when it hits US. We got sore about the treatment
accorded our men in that Jap prison camp and we wanted to do
something about it, but milling around like cattle is not doing anything about it. We need to be straightened out.
Consder this—(Quote) "Tears filled the eyes of many of the
men when once again saw the American flag."
WE FOLKS AT HOME SEE IT A HUNDRED TIMES A DAY
AND RARELY TAKE TIME TO LOOK UP AT IT. . . . TO GLORY
IN HOW NOBLY ITS STARS AND STRIPES SALUTE THE SKIES
OF HOME.
And this—(Quote) "There were men prematurely old, with gray

"The thing we dislike most was
to get a letter in the silly, sterotyped form of: 'The flowers are
blooming; I'm fine; hope you are
too.' . . . Often I wondered why
the writer couldn't have taken
time out to read the evening paper,
then write what was doing in
sports, radio, movies, the theatre.
. . . I know now how precious is
white bread, how priceless is freedom."

* * *

A letter from Capt. Ben Jordan,
ME, '39, Caribbean area, states
that V. M. (TAD) Shell, Jr., Coeditor of '39 Taps, was convalescing at Fitzsimmons Hospital in
Colorado during the fall. His wife
and baby were with him. Also
that he had seen John Futral,
ME, '43, at the Bell plant in Marietta, Ga., recently. Recently discharged from the army, Futral is
an engineer at the Bell plant.

* * *

Lt. Col. John B. Murphy, Gen. Sc, '39, who has recently been
awarded the Silver Star ". . . for gallantry in action. . . , "also
holds the D. F. C. with four oak leaf clusters, the Air Medal.with
four oak leaf clusters, the Asiatic-Pacific theater ribbon, European theater ribbon with two stars, and the American defense
ribbon. He entered the Air Corps as second lieutenant in 1940.
Col. Murphy was the first American to shoot down a German
jet plane in action. He is a veteran of 155 missions with the credit
of having destroyed eight enemy aircraft
He is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Neal C. Murphy of Darlington.

* ^ *'

Lt. Van Noy Thornhill, who
finished the sophomore class in
1943 before entering the army,
has been made a first lieutenant.
Son of T. W. Thornhill, M and EE.
'14, of Charleston, he is with the
Third Army Combat Engineers in
France.
* * *
Cpl. O. S. Parrish, II, of Easley,
married Miss Emma Sitton, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Joe Sitton of
his home town, Dec. 26. He is
now ' with the Air Corps in England.
* * •
In the January Cosmopolitan,
an escapee tells of life in the German prison camp, Oflag 64. When
last heard from Wright Bryan,
CE '26, of Atlanta and Clemson,
Prof. George Dunkleberg and
Grady Evans of Clemson, were
held there. It is hoped that the
Russians have liberated them..
The following are quotations from
this article:
* * *
"In Oflag 64, a hundred miles
south of the Baltic sea, the temperature often slips to forty and
sixty below zero. . . .each prisoner
was given only two half-size, thin,
worn, almost transparent gray'
blankets that would hardly have
kept a hummingbird warm. . . .
We woul pool our coal and cluster like flies around two European
stoves, thinking and talking:
* * «
How could anyone strike in a
defense industry (U.S.) when men
were dying for their country, and
why the President and Congress
did not outlaw walkouts for the
duration. . . .we didn't want silly,
sentimental letters from loved
ones back home but all the news
we could get. . . . That our folks
should write more and more often
and send only food in private parcels, for that was what we needed
most.

1st Lt. George McMillan, TE,
'40, of Chickamauga, Ga.. and now
in Belgium, Jan. 15, 1945:
"... I have a nephew a year
older than your son, and I feel
that it would break my heart if he
ever has to fight a war. . . It
would condemn ;us all for not
having done a proper job. . . We
realize there is no longer any
doubt that we shall receive Germany's, and ultimately, Japan's
surrenders, but it would be tragic
if we then did not have the energy
and will power and sense of right
and justice to consummate our
victory in as secure a peace as
possible. . . . With all our faults,

I am convinced that America is on
the way to becoming great, and
Britain will help us to learn to
be inter-nationals if we will let
her. With all her faults, she is
truly the greatest nation on earth,
and I think any open minded person who has spent any time there,
especially since 1939, will agree
with me. . . .
". . . I'm not a frontline infantryman. . . . that's the boy who is
taking the beating, in this' war,
even if he comes through unscathed. .. . but someone has to do
my job, and someone has to do
the job back home. . . . I'm what
(Continued On Page Three)

Talk Of
The Town
By WYLIE HOGUE

Folks, it has taken me sometime to "find" this veteran
of World War II. And he's been here in Clemson since September 1944. He's a freshman in-Architecture. Anyway, I want you
to meet Dixon Jerome Garris, Jr., from Great Fall, S. C. Yes,
he does know "Banks" M«Fadden. In fact, the two are very
good friends. Garris played^ high school football on the same
team, one year with "Banks". It was "Banks'" last year of
high school ball and Garris' first. Garris got the nickname of
"Ghost" from his team mates and he was, also, called Dixie".
He played in the South Carolina Class "B" Championship
football game (Great Fall vs Saluda). Ed ("Pop")Locklair,
Melvin (Teddy Bear) Smith, and Claude Rothel were, also, in
that game. All of these bdys played some real football for
Clemson.
"In our letters from home was
But, Garris is the veteran who down runs. After doing that, we
sometimes expressed that 'after all is here, now> to continue his edu- started convoy duty in and out of
the Germans are nice, white cation under the "GI" Bill. During such parts as Portland, New York,
people' .... From our experiences, the time that he was in high school and others along the Atlantic coast.
little nice about the Nazis except he liked drawing and woodwork We went to San Juan and Trinitheir skin. . . . Though food and best as hobbies. He went to C. M. dad, too.
drink were always headliners on T. C. at Fort Bragg, in the sumThen we joined a task force,
our 'thought parade' behind the mer just for military experience. in the Pacific, which was made
barbed wire, we would all rather He though that he 'might need it up of three light cruisers and
have had an intelligent letter from some day.'
four destroyers. Whj.lte in the
home than a full stomach."
This is his story — "Went task force around Guadalcanal,
* * *
through boot training (Navy) at we were engaged in three major
Lt. (jg) D. A. McDowell, USNR, Norfolk and received a seven battles. We moved after the battle
formerly of the English Depart- day leave on July 10, 1942. Re- of Guadalcanal to the Kula Gulf.
ment, and Mrs. McDowell visited ported back to duty and was as- While operating around there we
friends o nthe campus recently. signed to the (new) destroyer were in three more battles. The
He is stationed at Miami Beach, U. S. S. Strong D. D. 467 at Bos- last one was the night of July 4,
where he is classified as gunnery ton. After going abroad, it was 1943 while the Munda Airbase was
officer. He is expecting some active commissioned the next day. Then being bombed. We were hit by two
we started making our break- torpedoes in the forward five
sea duty soon.
room, the ship stayed afloat about
. . men whose
hair, sunken eyes; men who limped from beri-beri
twenty-six minutes. After word
bodies were scored by tropical diseases. . . "
was given to abandon ship I
AND WE YELP BECAUSE THERE IS NO BUTTER FOR OUR stayed "out" from about 12:30 a.
PANCAKES AND THERE IS A "DISGUSTING" SHORTAGE OF m. to 7:30 the next morning. The
CANNED MILK. WITH WELL FED, HEALTHY BODIES WE COM- destroyer "Ralph Talbat" picked
PLAIN OF THE THINGS WE HAVE TO ENDURE AND OF HOW me up and carried me to the hospital at Guadalcanal. I was injured
MUCH TROUBLE IT IS TO HAVE TO COUNT POINTS.
Again quoting the newspaper account of the rescue—". . . there internally while swimming away
were few spontaneous outbursts of joy. Their long ordeal had taken from the ship. About 25 yards
off, three depth charges exploded
the bounce out of them."
causing a great concussion. I staySure, it took most of the good things of life out of them and ed in the hospital at Guadacanal
WE SIT AT HOME AND HOWL BECAUSE THERE IS A GAS AND about three weeks; then, the hosTIRE SHORTAGE. We are a badly imposed—upon people. ... we pital ship "Rixy" carried me to
have to WALK. . . . AND STAY AT HOME. . . . AND DO WITHOUT Uoumed where I stayed for a
NEW CLOTHES. Some of them died. . . . all of them endured un- short while.Then, I was brought
mentionable tortures, the rest of them lived three years of agony. to San Francisco on the transport
One man existed all that time with a broken back. And here in our "Munargo," I stayed at Treasure
safety and comfort we ALLOW BLACK MARKET TO FLOURISH. . . Island 3 days and then I got a
30 day survivor leave.
WE NEGLECT TO BUY WAR BONDS. . . . AND WE SPEND ALL
"I reported back to Treasure
OF OUR SPARE TIME PANNING THE GOVERNMENT.
But the story of that great liberation sort of gets us, doesn't it? Island, from there to Mare Island
It makes us want to go out and kick something. Alright let's start Hospital and then to the convaleswith ourselves. Then let's think it over and see if we can put a price cant hospital at Sun Valley, Idaho
until March 23, 1944 when I was
tag on heroism or if we can measure patriotism and duty and pulling, discharged."
together by any of the old standards of the easy going past. Let's
Garris is entitled to wear the
look ourselves over and deflate some of our ego. There are a lot of our following ribbons: American theaClemson buddies in there punching and dying and we know we too, ter, European theater, Pacific
can help knock the spokes away from the axis. They won't be able theater with six Stars, Purple
to get far ON THE RIM.
Heart. His ship had to its credit:
Yes — Let's think it over.
—E. E. Jones. 13 planes, 2 Jap Subs

Lt. Zed H. Burns, formerly of
the Education Department, is stationed at Amarillo, Texas. Mrs.
Burns and their young daughter
are at Clemson.
* * *
L. C. Vereen, GS '41, and Mrs.
Vereen visited the Wannamaker
Hardins of the Methodist Church
recently. The Vereens live in Durham, where he is Director of Youth
work in the N. C. Conference.
He will get his D. D. at Buke as
soon as his thesis is completed.
His home town is Latta.
* » »
Words and photographs reveal
that Lt. J. J. Lever '40, of Columbia, is "champion" wild boar
hunter in India. "Red" Ritchie
and others are actually killing
just as fine specimen here at
home in the Old Stone Church
area, according to the Anderson
Daily Mail. Prof Ritchie is said
to have bagged a 400-pounder.

* * *

._.Lt. N. J. McFadden, Agron. '39,
of Sardinia, is a paratrooper of
an airborn division in Belgium
'which has been cited by the
President for its meritorious
achievement in the Normandy,
Holland, and recent invasion in
France and the Belgium bulge,"
according to information received
by his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Jeff
D. McFadden of Sardinia. Before
entering the service in 1940, Lt.
McFadden was an instructor in
the Botany Department at Clemson; was later with-the AAA in
Columbia. Overseas since August
'43, he has received the Purple
Heart for minor shrapnei wounds
received when he parachuted into Holland with the famous 101st.
* # *
The following six men are back
at Clemson after being in some
branch of the service:
J. L. Brady, of Spartanburg,
who was away from April '43 to
Oct. '44. During that time he took
his basic infantry training at Ft.
McClellan, Ala.; was in ASTP
at University of Alabama; was at
Camp* Atterbury, Ind., and Ft.
McPherson. His major: TIE.
M. A. Fant, of Anderson, who
was at Bainbridge, Md., from
Nov. '44 to Dec. '44 for boot
training. His major: ME.
Wm. C. McElreath, ME '44, of
Wadley, Ga., who was in boot
camp at Paris Island, and infantry
camp at Camp Lejeune, New
River N. C.
John E. Norris, Jr., GS '44, who
was away from June '43 to Oct.
'44, and missed graduating. Like
McElreath, he is back to get his
diploma. During his absence he
has been stationed at Camp Hood,
Texas; Ft. McClellan, Ala.; Ft.
Benning, Ga.; Camp Atterbury,
Ind.; and Ft. McPherson, Ga. He
married Miss Alice Turner (Winthrop), and they are living in one
of the Furman Apartments on
the campus.
R. W. Touchberry is back after
being away from June '43 to Feb.
'45. He took his basic at Camp
Croft; was in ASTP at Clemson
for a short time; attended OCS at
Benning; was at Camp Breckentrldge, Ky.; finally at Lawson
General Hospital, Atlanta, Ga.
A. H. Maybin, of Whitmire, is
senior in Ag. Engineering; is back
after an absence from May '42
to Feb. '45. During, this time he
has seen service in Africa and
Italy as a combat infantryman.
He was with the 85th at Naples,
Salerno and Anzio.

* * *

A letter received by John E.
Norris reveals that Sgt. John W.
Califf, Arch. '44, of North Charleston, is in a hospital with frozen
feet as a result of fighting at St.
Vith during the German breakthrough on Dec. 16. He can be
reached through the following address ( The War Department
having released news and facts
regarding the engagement): Co.
A 424th Inf., APO 443, c/o PM.
New York. The letter also states
that Lt. Jesse Boyce '44, of the 6th
Armored, is in the same hospital,
same ward with Sgt. Califf.
*

V

*

Married: Frances Eileen McDonald, of ..Anderson, ..and -Lt.
Steven Franklin Phillips, Jr., Ag.
Ec. '42, of Lancaster. After a
thirty-day furlough, Lt. Phillips
will rejoin his infantry division
in Germany. He has served 26
months over seas.

—that Bull Tilson's new beat
out job on the staff came just in
time because Bull gets lazier
every day that rolls .around. Fact
is he is so lazy he just couldn't
see his way clear to schedule
enough credits to graduate this
June.
—that it looks like The Bull is
trying to pull another Gregory on
us by staying around for years.
—that speaking of Gregory—
since it took him such a hellava
long time to get out of this place,
you would think he would have
at least been on time for his own
graduation.
—have you noticed John Barnes?
He never wears a hat cause his
hair is too pretty, he never puts
his necktie in his shirt because
then he couldn't be different,
and he wears a watch chain
loaded with junk because he is
in so many activities.
—have you noticed how beautiful every thing is since Thrailkill and Cannon have gone?
—this guy Ballenger must be
a power house. His girl from Anderson calls the commandant, gets
him out of formations, then, announces she is bringing her family
up to look over the man she is
to marry. Namly—Ballenger. How
long has he knew her? Two weeks!
—that once again Ed Byars is
a private and without having to
think too hard, Oscar can recall
when Byars was selling his first
Sgts. stripes in the not too dim
past.
—Young is having an awful hard
time attracting attention lately
and he sulks like a spoiled brat
when he isn't the center of attraction.
—Pee Wee Coleman, the man
with those broad shoulders, sure
has picked a girl his size toward
Anderson. When they get together
it looks like the third grade kid
dies on a prom party.
—the dance in Greenville Friday night appeared to be a Clemson affair from the number of
"Country Gentlemen" in evidence.
—that the Rat Pace put the
show on the road either way you
like it as he so ably proved during intermission at the Poinsett
Hotel.
—that the Red sweater Rat
Godfrey borrowed for the Saturday night affair from one of the
Limestone gals was so bad one
of their faculty had to ask him
to get back in his uniform agait

—that the day has arrived when
it can be told that chemistry "Q"
boy, Marshall, showed up at "The
Rock" for the dance and came
back with talk that someone is
laying for Goodale.,
—that speaking of the Rock reminds us of our little sister
"Oscaranna", who has made that
statement of the year—Tilson is
cuter than Goodale.
—that he never could see Goodale for hot potatoes either, but.
neither the Bull nor the Gestapo
Chief comes under the classification of being cute. You don't have
to go far to prove that either!!!
—Oscaranna has the idea any
how, so more power to her.
—this week's Bore of the Week
goes to Hogue—for being Hogue
on the P. A., Hogue in the Bull
Sessions, Hogue on the Company
halls and Hogue in those short,
bring, your own lunch, few minute
meetings in room 1-259 immediately* after rest.
—the snatch boy of the Week,
inspite of Keen competition from
Crow, Plaxico and Barnes with a
majority of votes to none other
than loud mouth, I'm a major,
Young.
—all of us have seen those
motion pictures where the man
changes into a werewolf, but the
other night at the dance A. T.
Adams proved that it could be
done.
—that someone mentioned the
fact there should be no dark
horse brought up for the try at
the Honorary Cadet Colonel.
—that is what makes the game
more interesting and he for one
would like to see more pretty
girls brought up for the dance
than have been in the past.
—In ' the underclassmen, company A's Wyse holds that highly
respected position of being the
chief snatcher junior.
—he likes to see these returning
veterans take an interest in Clemson, and they have Oscar's support in every thing they do.
—Among those veterans who
are topnotch we find, Bob Touchberry, Dusty Rhodes, and "Duck"
Maybin.
—ask this guy "Duck" how he
received his other nickname,
"Turbin".
■—his advise to all is to keep
on the ball, but at the rate a lot
of them seem to be heading,
their names will have to appear
in this column more than once.'

By H. B. CURTIS
WHAT DO YOU THINK
COULD BE THE BEST IMPROVEMENTS MADE ON
CLEMSON DANCES?
N. C. Wessinger, 1, Springfield.
Have better orchestras and announce plans further in advance.
J. E. Wessinger, 1, Leesville. If
we're going to be kept on the
campus all the time, let's have
more Saturday night informals.
J. D. Hogan, 1, Columbia. They
are good enough for me, but we
just need more of them.
W. L Fox, 3, Meggetts. If the
C. D. A. could have more cooperation and less complaining from
the boys, everyone would fare
much better.
J. O. Murray, 3, Navy Yard.
More girls, more intermissions,
better music, and more dances.
Why leave out the Furman girls?
M. J. Pinson, 3, Spartanburg.
Let's have better music, more
girls, and longer intermissions at
the informals.
G. W. Mozingo, 2, Rock Hill.
Have a good orchestra every now
and then.
C. C* Corley, 1, Anderson. Have
more dances with better orchestras, and plan a little further in
advance.
T. M. Holman, 1, St. Matthews.
Why can't some University girls
be imported for the dances?
R. H. Williamson, 1, Columbia.
Get professionals instead of amateurs to play.
J. H. Rogers, 1, Hartsville. The
dances are okay by me; I qan't
dance, anyway!
W. B. Owen, 1, Greenville. The

only thing I don't like about dances
at the present is that we have to
be in too early after the dance.
Three hours would be perfect.
J. B. Friday, 2, Charleston. Have
a good orchestra and also some
refreshments.
J. L. Gray, 1, Pelzer. More and
better looking gals!
J. R. Connor, 2, Eutawville.
More dances, better orchestras,
and a certain Greenwood girl.
J. B. Lesley, 1, Greenville. They
are okay but better orchestras
wouldn't hurt any.
B. E. McKissick, 1, Kingstree.
More dances, more girls, and not
quite as many boys.
Pat Genet, 1, Georgetown. A
good name orchestra would mean
a lot for Clemson dances.
Dick Smith, 1, Springfield. They
are too slow; I like them fast and
snazzy!
J. D. Sharpe, 1, Dixiana. More
girls like Betty Grable!
Richard Cousar, 1, Sardinia.
Some girls that would like to
teach me how to dance!
O. F. Mack, 1, Gaston. The
presence of the Clemson High girls'
basketball team.
C. E. Langston, 1, Timmonsville.
There should be more dancing and
less intermission.
Louis Chestnut, 1, Charleston.
Have more of 'em—my girl gets
awfully lonesome at home!!
G. P. Reid, 1, Anderson. The
dances are O. K. but we need more
of them. And more girls, too!
F. J. Brannon, 3, Slater. I think
we should make the Spring, Hop
go over with flying colors. That
will give us something to work
for when we have our next dance.

Word from W. E. Darby, TIE,
'42, to his brother, W. D. Darby,
'47, reveals that he is laiasson
officer for Gen. Patten, and is
in Germany. Although war is
hell, he said, he is getting along
all right, and feels that it won't
be too long now before they can
come home.
* * *
Frank Sharp, Jr., is home on a
thirty day furlough, after which
he will return to the hospital for
treatment of his wound received
in action around Metz.
* » *
Lt. Col. James P. Littlejohn,
son of Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Littlejohn, is back in the states for a
thirty day furlough, after serv-

ing seventeen months in Africa,
seven months in England and
eight months in, Italy. He is with
his wife and son in St. Petersburg, Fla., but is expected to
visit Clemson within the next few
days.
* * *
A letter received by Mrs. Ellen
Mosely Jones reveals that her
husband, Lt. Col. R. M. (Bob)
Jones, who had been assigned to
a job in Paris directing, a colossal
athletic program, has gone back
to the front with his outfit. An
officer from his unit came to
Paris and persuaded the General
in charge to let the popular officer go back to his men, with
whom he rates ace high.

'F'CompanyTakeslntraMural Title In Play-Off
BETTER TEAM
We open this issue's barrage of what is intended to be a sport's
column with the good news that our basketball team is better than
at the first of the season. There is still quite a bit of free and easy
shooting and also quite a lot of individual play in, stead of team play, but the team definitely is better.
Recent victories included a very gratifying
I victory over the Furman Purple Hurricane,
I two victories over Wofford, and one over PresbyIterian.
The game in which the Tiger cage team showed
I up to best advantage was in the second game with
jWofford's game but futile Terriers. The final score
was Clemson 68, Wofford 37. Most of Wofford's points
[were scored when Coach "Rock" Norman sent in
[his subs. Tyler's shooting, while twisting in difficult
(positions, amazed the crowd. Freeman, Wyse, Boyd,
|and Graham played their usual brilliant game.

TEAM PLAY
The one thing that has been lacking in other games has begun
to show up in the promising Tigers. The squad is beginning to >
use team play, and co-ordination. The team has looked good in
the last few games, and should continue to show rapid progress.
Stories of the most important games are carried elsewhere
on this page.

HONORS
Eddis Freeman is one of the leaders in the state scoring race.
In the game with Presbyterian's Blue Stockings, "Fireball" scored
25 points, making 11 of 13 foul shots. Some of the other Tigers
haven't been doing so badly in the scoring, either; for several men
rank high.
. |

SWIMMING
Holtzy says that the boys are turning out to use the "Y" facilities
to swim, but not in the numbers he would like to see them there in.
One of the best plans yet devised is the idea of having open houses
in the pool for a company at at time.
If enough boys turn out, each company should be able to produce
a good swimming team to represent it in intra-mural meets. If lit
has to be done, the R. O. T. C. could be represented by 2 teams,
the A. C. E. R. by 2, and possibly one high school team might enter.
"B" Company's Ned Crow has been pushing this intra-mural
swimming team and this company has been turning out in force. "B"
Company is a combination of old "F" Company, football champions,
and "G" Company.

TRACK
Prospects still remain that Clemson will be represented by a
track team this year, and we sincerely hope so. There are a lot of
good trackmen here at Clemson, and we want to see them get a chance
to show their stuff. If other school have track teams, why can't we?

MACFADDEN IN ITALY
We heard an unprinted story from Earl Mazo about the
famous Clemson football, basketball, and track star, Banks MacFadden, recently. Seems that Banks was in a GI track meet in
Italy, and was winning everything hands down. When he was
to enter the broad jump, Banks was tired from winning these
laurels, so he remarked, "Oh, just give me third place." P. S. He
got it.

FIGHT
If one goes by won and lost records, this basketball season may
not wind up successfully, but it has shown that the old Clemson
spirit is still here. Clemson teams have the fight of old. Of all the,
teams we have seen in action so far, Clemson's cagemen have be far
the most grit. Call it "roughness" if you will, but the fact remains
that the Clemson basketball team gives every game all that it has.
It has a rugged offense and defense, and the boys play the game with
good old American courage and grit.
The attendance has been good, but it could be better. Let's turn
out and show these boys that if they have the fight, so have we.

PHYSICAL TRAINING
If you see boys limping around here soon, don't bother to ask
why. Physical Education has started at Clemsonl The "rats" will have
to stop their beating out during the twelve to one o'clock period, and
go to work, and brother, we do mean work.
The schedule committee has worked out a plan whereby cadets
will take Physical Education three hours per week. We begin the task
of building up these frail bodies of ours into something to resemble
Charles Atlas with mixed emotions. We know darn well we need
Physical Ed, but we still think we'd rather beat out of it.
Physical Ed has been a long time in coming to Clemson. It is the
last S. C. college to get this.
Maybe it doesn't sound like such a good idea to some, but it has
its points. There have'been a lot of boys dropping out during parades,
and this number will increase as the heat increases. Physical Ed will
aid in stopping this.
Also, the sudden change from normal college life to the strenuous life of the Army often proves too much. This training will enable
us to better bear the change. As Lt. Griffin said, anything that doesn't
kill you is good for you, (we hope).
Well, compulsory Physical Ed is here, and it's up to us to make
the best of it. We think it is for the best, and we'll try to stick it out
with the best of them. We do want to see the Regimental staff leading
us, though. We'll aU try it, and then . . . SEE YOU ON LIGHT DUTY.

CLEMSON'S FUTURE
After the war's end, the enrollment of Clemson is expected to rise
to between four and seven thousand. This naturally will mean quite
an increase in sports activities. With four thousand students here,
many of them returned war veterans, Clemson's fame will spread far
and wide.
The Golden Era mentioned by Bob Jones will return, and Clemson will blaze forth in gridiron glory once more. The old years when
Clemson used to win three OF four Southern Conference titles may be
gone for the present, but these years will return. Not just the old
Clemson will be back, but an even greater Clemson.
We hope to have all our former coaches and players back for a
great reunion. There would certainly be a lot of tales told there. . . .
Colonel Bob Jones, ex-coach, now in Europe after seeing plenty of
action. . . . Major Banks MacFadden, in Italy, . . . Booty Payne, an-,
other backfield star, now a prisoner of war in Germany. . . . Lt. Col.
"Chippy" Maness, star halfback, could tell of action in North Africa,
Tunisia, Sicily, and France. . . . Bill Smith, with the Marines in the
Pacific
"Goon" Miller and all the others could tell tales. . _„ .
And then there are the ones who won't come back; those boys
were the greatest heroes of all. Heroes in sports, they have proved
themselves heroes in the far greater game now being played for enormous stakes on the battlefields of the world. We hope that (their
dream of a free, healthy world will come true, and that they might
come back after the conflict to their Alma Mater, and watch the boys
that are following them do their stuff. Some of them will still be
eligible to play on the fields of friendly strife.

A fast "F" Company team raced to victory over a fighting
"L" Cornpany outfit in the t,hird play-off for the intra-mural
championship of Clemson. "F" Company, a R. O. T. C. company, took the lead early in the game, and went on to a 6 to 0
vihtory over the L Company A. C. E. R.'s. Most of the game
was played in F Company territory.
The only score of the game came on a long pass from
Moody to Parker, which Parker dived over the goal to catch
in sensational form.
The game developed practically
into a second Civil War, for many
L Company boys were Northerners, while all F Company boys
were Southerners. The game was
a very rugged one, and was very
hard played, as have been the
The Clemson basketball team other two play-off games.
The members of the "F" Comhas won 6 games and lost 8 this pany team, Clemson's intra-mural
season.
Victories include two champions, are as follows;
over Wofford, two over P. C, one
J. S. Parrish, captain, J. J.
over Furman, and one over the Clemmons, J. Moody, D. L. GoldCitadel. The team has lost two smith, H. B. Parker, I. L. Donkle,
to Carolina, two to Georgia, two H. S. Wayne, J. M. Harper, G. E.
to Greenville Army Air Base, one Hawkins, R. E. Hiller, C. D. Barto Asheville Army Redistribution ker, S. F. Sherard, R. B. Boyd,
B. H. Faile, J. Z. Lowe, M. P.
center, and one to the Citadel.
Since the last Tiger went to Hunter, R. L. Cousar, J. H. Bundpress, Clemson has had better rick, T. O. Boykin, R. L. Person,
success. The first four games F. B. Stanley, C. L. Pace, D. C.
were losses. The Tigers went up Breedin, W. T. Jones, E. L. Haragainst Wofford's Terriers, and rell, and R. Tankersly.
brought home the bacon with a
32-21 win. Freeman was top man
in scoring.
Clemson won their second
straight with a 44-36 victory over
Presbyterian. Freeman scored 14
points to lead the Bengals. Then
Carolina upset the Clemson apEddis Freeman, high scoring
plecart, as the Gamecocks rolled guard, leads the Tiger basketball
over a fighting Clemson team by team in points scored with 162
a big score. Georgia did it markers, and is fourth in the
again to the Tigers, winning 51- state. Three Carolina men stand
40. Clemson led throughout the ahead of Freeman in the state
first' half, but tired as Georgia put scoring race.
on a rally.
The team line-up as to points
Clemson went back into the scored is as follows:
winning column with a 29-22 win
Freeman
.
162
over Furman's Purple Hurricane.
Boyd ......
85
Boyd was high scorer with 11
Tyler
72
points. Clemson then rolled over
Wyse
66
a hapless P. C. team by a 58-34.
Graham
58
The whole team went to town
Paulos 36
rolling up the score on the Blue
Parker __
25
Stockings.
Pelxico _
10
Clemson
showed
increasing
Poe
7
power as the Tigers hit the basket
Tzouvelakas
4
consistently for a 68-36 victory
Hugden __,
2
over Wofford. "Yank" Graham
Carter
2
was high scorer with 21 points.
Youmans
2
Carolina poured it on again the
G. Stewart
2
Gamecocks V-12 team won 76-36.
T. Cochran
1
Clemson came back for a 52-43
victory over the Citadel, as Bobby
Boyd scored 16 points to lead the
attack. The next night the Citadel got revenge, winning 54-32.
If Clemson wins two more
games with Southern Conference
Clemson outscored Presbyterian
opponents, the team will be eli- 58-34 on ...February 2, in a game
gible for the Conference tourna- that saw 47 personal fouls called,
ment. 'Only 11 boys are left on 25 against the losers.
the basketball team, Plexico, „ Eddis Freeman tallied 25 points,
Paulos, and Boyd having left to making good on 11 of 13 foul atenter service. It is asked that all tempts. In all, the Tigers clicked
boys turn out for the. next few in 24 of 29 foul shots. Clemson
very important games.
led by 35-13 at the half.

Clemson Scoring
Win 6, Lose 8

Former Clemson
Men Win Awards
Two former Clemson 'men have
won new honors while serving
with the Ninth Division in Germany.
Lewis E. Chippy Maness, star
Tiger halfback, a 1941 Clemson
graduate from Georgetown, has
been promoted to the rank of
Lieutenant Colonel. Maness is
remembered by Clemson grid fans
as the man that made a big start
towards filling Banks MacFadden's shoes. He won fame in his
own right while starring on a
Clemson team that lost only two
games. He has participated in
the North African invasion, the
Tunisian and Sicilian campaigns,
and is now serving with the Infantry in the attack against Germany's west wall.
Captain William T. MacLaughlin, of Chester, has been awarded
the Oak Leaf Cluster to the Silver Star. He has been with Colonel Maness' outfit throughout its
operations.. Capt. MacLaughlin s
previous Silver Star was awarded
Bobby Boyd, a constant offen- for gallantry in Tunisia. He also
sive and defensive threat on the- holds the Purple Heart for wounds
Clemson eagre team this season, received in Normandy.
has left school to enter the
Navy. Boyd was playing bangup ball for the Tigers before
answering the call of Uncle
Sam. He is from Greenville.

"Goon" Miller Has
Good War Record

Freeman Leads
Clemson Scoring

CLEMSON WHIPS
P. C. 58 TO 34

Shown above is one of the examples of Block C. Club initiation
that recently went on at Clemson.
Ralph Jenkins, center, is giving a
warm welcome to Bill Rogers,
Freshman back. In the background stand John Paulos, Freshman, and Alton Cumbie, Junior,
both of whom played in the Tiger
backfield during the past semester.

So they say
(Continued From Page Two)
"Up Front With Mauldin" calls
a "Garritrooper"': too far forward
to wear a tie, and too far back
to get shot. . . During October,
November and December the great
boys in my outfit worked like
devils and as a result the whole
battalion got the Meritorious Service Unit Plaque, about the only
award a service unit can get.
Very few of these have been
passed out, so naturally we are
proud of it.
". . .1 can't help hoping that
the Luzon landings will free Manny and the boys, though in all
probability they have been removed from the island.
(Ed. Note: Reference is to
Marion Russell Lawton, GS,
'40, of Garnett; T. C. Bigger,
Hort., '34, of York; Henry D.
Leitner, TE, '37, of Aiken;
Ben N. Skardon, GS, '38, of
Walterboro; Martin Crook, GS,
'39, of Atlanta, Ga.; Howard
M. Vassey, Voc. Ed., '40, of
Chesnee; Otis F. Morgan, CE
'38, Aiken; W. M. Platt, Chem.
'35, of Summerville; H. P.
Byrd, Ind. Ed., '30; W. R.
English, GS, '37, of Columbia and others.)
Lt. (jg) Frank H. Thames, Jr.,
Guy Starr Hutchins, Jr., GS '29,
has been elected to step into the
shoes of Maestro Guillermo S de
Roxlo as conductor of the Charlotte Symphony Orchestra for the
rest of the season. The Maestro
resigned immediately after his
marriage to a New York girl.

CE, '42, of Charleston: " . . . .
Starting my 18th month of Pacific
duty. . . . Haven't seen a white
woman in 11 months, but judging
by the wedding announcements
I've received, I'm led to believe
they still exist. . . . Recently ran
into three classmates: Wade Padgett (CE Columbia), Mike Hubbard, (J. C. Hubbard, Jr., Lancaster), and J. B. Hodges (J. P.
Hodges, Blenheim, Agronomy) . . .
by now they've landed in Luzon. .
I am Engineer Officer and like
the job fine. . . . (Frank wrote
last April: "Since the stories have
been published, I am now allowed
to tell that we were operating
off Kwajalein alone one night
and sank four Jap Merchantmen.
On another occasion we sank a
Jap sub-chaser off Truk.)
Ens. M. X. Polk, who finished
his soph, year in May, 1943, somewhere in the Pacific, Jan. 15:
". . . . After receiving no mail
for two months and not expecting
any for at least another, you can
imagine my pleasure at receiving
one of your letters (Dr. Pollards
Alpha Ki Sigma) and the "Tiger",
both of September dates, but even
so they brightened up the day. . .
There is no old news in the
Pacific area. . . . receiving these
publications is the next best thing
to being back at Clemson ... In
New Guinea the nights are cool
after two A. M.; until then you
need fans to keep from swimming
in your own sweat. . . . Have
crossed the equator so often I
have struck up a speaking acquaintance with the flying fishes
. . . . (Polk is executive officer
aboard an LCT in the 7th Amphib.
Forces. Letters from Thames and
Polk contributed by Dr. Pollard.)

'CLEfeON CADETS ARE ALWAYS
WELCOME AT THE"

MAYFAIR GRILL
MAIN STREET

ANDERSON

F. W. W00LW0RTH CO,
5-10c Store

PEOPLE

'?THE STORE WITH A THOUSAND VALUES"

G. R. Hamilton, D & Hort. '41,
of LaFayette, Ind., has resigned
as assistant county agent in Greenville county to become procurement and production manager with
Foremost Dairies, Bristol, Tenn.

ANDERSON, S. C.

*.* *

Clemson Turns In Good
Records On Rifle Range
A recent visit to the rifle range disclosed the fact that
Clemson has a good rifle team to represent the srhopl in
competition with marksmen from other schools. As we went
down into the cold concrete basement in which the range is
located, we wondered how the boys did such good shooting.
We were escorted on our visit by the coach of the team, Capt.
Roger Ernesti.
Capt. Ernesti is a fast mover, and we were hustling to take
notes on his remarks. However he stopped moving so fast when
the handle of the door got hung up,and we were stuck in the
concrete basement. Fortunately, there was a twelve-foot air
shaft this correspondent could climb up to get help.
Some of the most humorous
My muscles twitched!
things to come from Clemson are
My rifle has a hair trigger and
the excuses a boy uses when he the hair tickled my finger.
doesn't get off such good shots.
I left my spectacles home and
Following are a few of the better now I see spots before my eyes;
ones:
with my specs I can see the spots
I forgot to wipe the oil off the better.
bolt and it squirted oil in my eye.
The barrel of my rifle got warm
O-My-Gosh! Is THAT the record target? I thought it was a and created a mirage in front of
practice target and fired ALL the target.
There was a Gremlin shaking
those shots!!
my rifle barrel!
On the SAME DAY.
I ate too much—that's why I'm
shaky; I didn't eat enough— I'm
shaky.
I slept too much—I didn't sleep
enough.
This ammunition is too old —
This ammunition is too new.
The target light was too poor
— It was too bright.
In spite of the alibis the R. O.
T. C. two teams and one from the
A. C. E. R. have turned in some
shooting to make Annie Oakley
look as if she were shooting an
air rifle.
In the R. O. T. C. competition
the scoring was as follows:
Hearst Match
4th Serv. Com.
316
Hiller. R. E.
133
340
Hodge, S. E
172
290
Swygert, L. S.
172
335
Brunson, W. E.
162
321
Cheek, F. L.
157
298
Edwards, F. G.
155
351
Harte, N. N.
175
350
Lester, H. W.
160
310
Shearin,, A. J.
144
310
Williams, R. R.
172
Cox, W. H. .....
(alternate for Williams).
A. C. E.' R. students took part
in the 4th Service Command
competition, in which their scorGeorge "Yank" Graham, a ing was as follows:
native of New York State, has
A. C. E. R.
been in the hair of Clemson's Barton, P. g.
356
opponents all season. "Yank" Brittle, D. F.
327
352
is a rugged player, and a man Dey, W. H. _
365
to watch on offense and de- Simpson, R. —1
J Tatem, B. C
345
fense.

"Goon" Miller, properly called
Maj. Hubert E. Miller^ of Ridgeland, famous Clemson athlete of
1937 and '38, is one of the thousands of Clemson men now serving
with distinctions on the battlefields of the world.
Maj. Miller is director of the
reemployment training at Ellington Field, Texas. He was among
the first group to navigate a B-17
squadron to England, and was the
first navigator to complete his
missions in the European Theater.
This combat veteran wears the
American and European theater
ribbons, the American Defense
ribbon, Sicilian campaign ribbon,
Air Medal with three clusters, and
the Distinguished Flying Cross.
The name of "Goon" 'Miller is
well known in athletics. At
Clemson, he was an outstanding
performer in basketball, track,
baseball, and football. In '37 and
'38 he made honorable mention
on several Ail-American football
teams. He holds a B. S. degree in
agriculture, animal husbandry and
agronomy.
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Eddis Freeman, Clemson's
high scoring guard, is shown
above as he comes down the
hardwood. Freeman' currently
is leading the Tiger's scoring
attack with 162 points, and is
fourth in the state scoring race
Freeman, a hard player, hails
from Greenville.

Clemson Staves
Furman's Rally
For 29-24 Win
Clemson won its first Southern
Conference game of the year in
handing Furman its fifth straight
defeat, 29-22, at Clemson January 27.
The Tigers led throughout, although Furman threatened to
make it close, drawing to within
four points with four minutes left
in the game.
Eddis Freeman, Clemson's highscoring guard, scored 10 points
for top scoring honors.
Louie Alvin Wooten, Jr., of
Smiths, has received his commission as a Second Lieutenant, Infantry, Fort Benning. He entered
the army in May, 1942.

Dr. James E. Ward, district lay
leader, addressed the Methodists
of Easley recently in the interest
of the Crusade For Christ. The
Easley charge has been asked to
contribute $1800 for world relief and reconstruction.
* * *
G. B. Greene/Jr., GS '35,
of Anderson, has just been
promoted to the rank of
Colonel, at Third Air Force
headquarters, Tampa, Florida.
Wearer of the Distinguished
Service Cross, the Silver Star,
and the Air Medal, he is
executive officer of operations and training for the
Third Air Force. He is the
son of Judge G. B. Greene, of
Anderson. The Col. and his
wife are living in Tampa.
» '* #
Harry Stewart, who left Clemson in '42 to attend West Point,
will graduate this June. His class
was '44. Says thanks for keeping
the Tiger going. Wants to know
addresses of classmates.
* * *
Joseph Windham, ME '39, of
Bartow, Fla., has just been made
captain. He is with the Maintenance Division, Ordinance, Detroit,
Michigan. He entered the service
in August 1941.
* * *
Lt. Duncan Huntley, Voc. Ag.
Ed. '41, of Ruby, now on duty on
Leyte Island, says: "The Yanks
will really give the Japs something to remember Pearl Harbor
for from now on. Then we can be
the ones to say, So Sorry!" He
entered the army in 1942 and is
now in charge of traffic on roads
by which supplies are sent to front,
line troops.
* * *
Pvt. John G. Rose, Jr., of Timmonsville, has been transferred
From Fort Jackson to Fort Bragg.
He finished his freshman year
at Clemson before entering the
army in 1944.
* * *
Charles Beach, who finished
Clemson in 1944, is a chemist at
the U. S. Rubber Company's plant
in Charlotte, North Carolina. The
Clippings he sent in about Clemson men helped.

THE CADETS MEET AND EAT
-at-

The Tiger's Den
"TILLIE" HAYWOOD
Owner
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Civilian and Military Clothiers
Complete Outfitter to Men, Young Men and Students

108 N. Main St.

Greenville, S. C.

We Invite You to Use Our

BANKING SERVICE

LOOK YOUR BEST IN A

SUNTAN
j CHINO SHIRT
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Checks collectible at par thru the Federal Reserve System
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Hoke Sloan
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After

Officers Transform M. S.
Room Into 'Sporty' Club

Before

By J. S. PLAXICO AND REESE YOUNG
The present and future officers of the Clemson Corps of
Cadets owe a debt of gratitude to our recent commanding officer, Major Charles J. Russey, for it has been mainly through
the untiring efforts of Major Russey, with the full coooperation and support of Colonel Cunningham and his entire staff as
well as the Cadet officers themselves, that the club was organized.
After 28 months in the South
Pacific, Major Russey was assigned to Clemson as the commanding officer of the R. O. T. C.
One of the Major's first official
acts was to call together the Cadet officer's and suggest the initiation of an officers' club. The
By A. T. ADAMS
Cadet officers received this idea
with enthusiasm and at once proceeded to appoint a committee
How many of you have been to investigate and make suggestrushing to get back to school from ions for the location of the club.
a good weekend and as you round- After various places had been
ed the corner looked up at the suggested and their possibilities
college clock and heaved a sigh examined it was the unaminous
of relief because you missed the opinion of all that, in spite of the
taps deadline by the narrowest dilapidated run down condition
of margins. To say ' every Clem- o fthe old M. S. instruction room
son man has done just that and in the basement of the Physics
never thought of it. That clock building that this room, with hard
is very interesting and has quite work on the part of the officers
a history.
themselves, would, be an ideal
That same tower clock has been location for an officer's clubroom.
looking down on the campus for
After permission for the use of
the last thirty-nine years. Ever the room had been secured the
since the school was founded next step was to arrange for the
there had been a clock face but decoratings and the obtaining of
no mechanism behind them to .suitable furnishing. Committees
move the hands. There was also were appointed and assigned to
a false clock in the engineering various tasks, and despite the
building. Ttye hands on these various obstacles the room was
clocks were set at a certain hour. put into livable thoungh not perWhen there was nothing else to fect condition within a week after
shoot bull about the boys argued the idea was first suggested.
among themselves as to why the
Painters were hired and the
hands were set as they were. As room was painted an attractive
usual in a bull session no one blue and gray. The club is deepknew.
ly indebted to the campus people
The clock was put up in the who gave so willingly to the
main building shortly after the furnishing committee. The Hortipresent building was erected. The culture department conjfcributed
first main building was destroyed ferns and potted plants, trie Texby fire. Since it was installed tile department gave material and
the clock has been wound once dye for the draperies and the
a week. The favorite time to Y. M. C. A. gave rugs and furniwind this clock is Friday at ap- ture. The remaining furniture was
proximately two o'clork. The Hock secured from inactive clubs and
is weight wound, (as Willie our fraternities.
All of this plus the latest hit
main building janitor can ted
you) and i^'s striking weight tunes and a variety of the best
is approximately 1000 pounds. magazines has made this the
The running weight is consider- ideal place for the Cadet Officers
ably less. The clock, a 1905 to take their guests.
Seth-Thomas, has never been
stopped for more than an hour
since it started. It was carried
up to the tower piece by piece
because the erector wouldn't allow
it to be carried up all at once
for fear of damaging it. IncidentThe second of- the Clemson
ally you may think those hands College lecture series will be held
are metal but they are made in the college chapel the night
entirely of wood.
of February 20 at 7:30. John TemThe college clock is the official ple Graves, Lecturer, Editor,
timepiece of the college and all Author, and Sportsman will be
other clock and watches are re- the speaker of the evening.
gulated by it. So when you glance
Mr. Graves, a native of Birmat the tower you can bet it has the ingham, Ala., is a veteran of World
correct Clemson time.
War One and saw action with the
Field Artillery in France. Mr
Graves is listed in "Who's Who
in America" and is well known
at Clemson since he delivered the
closing address at the Y. M. C. A.
to the graduating, class of 1941. He
has been editor of the "Palm
Beach Times" and the "JacksonAndres Segovia, the world fa- ville Journal," and at present is
mous guitarist who makes magic associate editor of "Southern Agriwith six strings and a figure- culturlist" and writes a daily coleight box, brings his extraordin- umn syndicated to many southern
ary music to Clemson on March papers.
7, appearing in the college chapel
The third of the series will be
at eight o'clock in the third of the evening of March 6 when Mr.
the 1944-45 series.
Louis J. Alber will make his
The unique artist, a Granada- third appearance at Clemson in
born Spaniard, gave his first con- as many years. In the past Mr.
cert in his native city at the age Alber has been received with
of fourteen, and has since strum- much enthusiasm. The noted Rusmed his {phenomenal guitar sian correspondant and author,
throughout pre-war Europe, North Maires Hiners, who has just reand South America, Africa and turned from Russia will conclude
Asia, thus proving the words of these series on April 17.
Starvinsky— "the sound of the
guitar is not strong but it goes
far."
He plays music especially composed for him by DeFalla, Ibert,
The Baptist students enjoyed a
Castenuova-Tedesco, Turina, Villa-Lobos, and Cyrill Scott. Com- Valentine party in the church
positions by Bach and Scarlatti Saturday night, February 10. The
originally designed for the harpis- social hall was beautifully decochord are played by him on the rated in keeping with Valentine.
There were several girls from
guitar with even better effect,
according to critics, than on the Greenville and Seneca, as well as
the campus girls. After numerous
original instrument.
After a two-months tour of the games, contests, and singing, reUnited States, making music with freshments were served.
his guitar from the Atlantic to
the Pacific, the guitarist will return to his home in Montevideo,
Uruguay.
After. Segovia's
appearance,
there will be one more concert
Lt. Fred W. Belue, Jr., of
featuring Jesus Sanroma at the Charlotte, N. C, who attended
piano and Carol Glenn, famous Clemson from 1938 to 1940, has
violinist. This final program will been awarded a third and fourth
bring to a close a very successful Oak Leaf Cluster to the Air Medseason for the Clemson Concert al for "Courage and devotion to
Assocation.
duty" displayed in aerial combat.

CAMPUS
NOTES

Berly Survives
Crash In England
Joe Berly, son of Mr. and Mrs.
J. A. Berly of Clemson, had a narrow escape on December 16, when
his Flying Fortress crashed into
the mountains of Northern England during a blizzard. Two
American fliers were killed and
others injured. Berly's foot was
pinned under the plane and removed only by main force, leaving his flying boot and electric
shoe beneath the wreckage.
A 60-year-old shepherd led a
rescue party of nine in a three
hour climb up the steep mountain
while the storm still raged. He
had watched the bomber flounder
in the gale and organized the
search. The shepherd's dog found
four Americans huddled in a peat
bog. Berly and three others followed the shepherd to his home
two and half miles down the
mountain, where they were given
food and warmth, while his
daughter went seven miles to the
nearest town for aid. Berly and
hjs_ remaining crew were sent to

Capt.E.W.Dunham, Jr.
Marries English Girl
Captain Edgar W. Dunham, Jr.,
TE. '41, of Durham, N. C. was recently married to Subaltern (1st.
Lt.) Jean V. Gunson of the Auxiliary Territorial Service. The
marriage took place in Middlesex, England.
Capt. Dunham, squadron intelligence officer in the 398th heavy
bombardment group, served as
Captain and Company Commander in the Cadet Corps while at
Clemson.

Methodist Meeting To
Be Held At Lander
The annual South Carolina
Methodist
Student Conference
will be held at Lander College in
Greenwood the 16, 17^ and 18 of
February.
Clemson will be represented by
Rev. Wannamaker Hardin and
five cadets.
a rest home in England for a
month, but he has now returned
to duty.

THANK YOU...!
Our continued thanks to all who are so helpful with
news. Especial thanks to recent contributors and helpers. . .
Miss Oriko of Bethlehem, Pa. on behalf of Capt. Michael
A. Oriko, '41, APO 953, San F., also Major W. B. Zeigler,
GAAB, Greenville, Miss.; Mrs. Mitchell Simmons of Greer;
Col. Garald F. Tyler '17, Santa Fe, N. M.; Lt. Joe E. Spearman, Gardiner General Hospital, Chicago; Mrs. Helen on
behalf of her husband, Capt. Lawrence T. Garrick; Mr.
Pat H. Hobson '24 of Clinton; Hon., Christie Benet, of
Columbia; Brig. General Floyd L. Parks, -'18, APO 740,
N. Y.; Major Ed. B. Baskin, '37, Camp Wolters; Capt. J. H.
Barton, '42, Santa Ana, Calif.; Major John R. "Dick"
Lyles, '40, APO 758, N. Y.; Mr. Julian Longley, '25, Dalton,
Ga.; Capt. Wm. C. DeWitt, '34, APO 93, San F.; Mrs.
Margaret H. Graves, of York, on behalf of her husband,
Lt. Jennings L. Graves, '41, APO 15645, San F.; Mrs. John
E. Reese, of Columbia, on behalf of her son, Pfc. tfohn E.
Reese, Jr., APO 80, N. Y.; Lt. J. S. Ehrhardt '40, Ft. Knox,
Ky.; Major and Mrs. J. M. Lineburger '32, Lake Placid,
N. Y.; Lt. (jg) Henry Gorman '42, Greenville (also for
visit); Lt. Benson C. McWhite '44, of Arlington, Va. (also
for visit); Sgt. Joel A. Berley, APO 557, N. Y.; Dr. R. W.
Webb '18, Washington, D. C; Capt. Kennedy B. Dwight
'38, APO 70, San F.; Capt. and Mrs. A. C. Littlejohn,
Miami, Fla.; Lt. Joe G. Mann, Ft. Jackson; Capt. and Mrs.
Garrett J. Mobley '34
P. B. H.

\

Lt. McDowell
Visits Campus
Lt. (jg) D. A. "Archie" McDowell, USN, and Mrs. McDowell
recently visited the campus while
Lt. McDowell was on leave. Before ' entering the navy Lt. McDowell was an Assistant Professor of English at Clemson College.
Upon entering the navy August
1, 1944, Lt. McDowell was sent
to school in Hollywood and later
to advance school in Miami.
For the past several months he
has been stationed in Miami
where he has been supervising
training of the crew with which
he will go to sea after returning
from his furlough. Lt. McDowell
will be the ship's gunnery officer.
Mrs. McDowell has been with
her husband since he left Clemson. After a visit with her parents in Greenville she expects to
return to Clemson to live.

Lt. Lawson Killed
On Christmas Day
Lt. J. B. Lawson, of Sandy
Springs, was killed in action in
Belgium on Chrismas Day, according to a letter to his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Lawson, Sr.,
from the War Department. He
had previously been reported missing in action.
Lt. Lawson, aged 21, was a
junior at Clemson when he entered active service in the summer of 1943. He received his basic
training at Camp Croft, attended
OCS at Fort Benning, and was
commissioned there. After being
stationed at Camp Breckenridge
for a while, he was sent overseas
in October, 1944.

E. P. Furman Dies
In New Guinea
Cpl. Earl P. Furman, Jr., of
Allendale, is reported by the War
Department to have died Nov. 7
on Noemfoor Island, New Guinea.
He was wounded on Nov. 4 and
died as a result of his injuries.
Cpl. Furman attended Clemson
two years and was a student at
Wofford when he volunteered for
the service in March, 1943. At
the time of his death he was chief
radio operator and waist gunnery.
He has been awarded the Purple Heart posthumously.

NOTICE:

If you do not get the "Y" NL, let us know. If you do get
it, a card will assure us that your address is correct.

Lecture Series
Features Graves

Andres Segovia
To Appear Here

White Speaks To
Fellowship Club
The Clemson Fellowship Club
held their social meeting Tuesday,
February 6. Mr. Warren White,
a Clemson graduate, now connected with the Seaboard railroad,
spoke on postwar possibilities.
Mr. White emphasized the problem of finding jobs for everyone
in the postwar period, stating
that we now have twenty-five
million civilians in war jobs in addition to the ten million men in
service. This makes thirty five
million peace time jobs that must
be created for those now in war
work. Mr. White believes that
with the help of the great leaders
of the world this problem can be
conquered.

Horner Promoted;
Lt. CoL In China
Lt. Col. L. C. Horner, who attended Clemson from 1935 to 1939,
has recently been promoted to
his present rank, according to an
announcement from headquarters
of the Chinese-American Composite Wing of the 14th Air Force.
He is commanding officer of a
medium bombardment squadron,
composed of Americans and Chinese.

Capt* S. E. Davis
Is Now Missing
Capt. S. E. Davis, Ind. Ed. '41,
has been missing in action in
Germany since December 21, according to information from the
War Department.
While at Clemson he was Cadet
Captain, circulation manager of
The Tiger, Member of I. R. C,
Calhoun Forensic Society, and
"Y" Council.

Baptists Hold Party
For Valentine Day

LtF.W. Blue Awarded
Oak Leaf Clusters
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CLEMSON "Y

COCA-COLA
Bottling Company
ANDERSON, S. C.

Conference Of Cotton
Men Held At Clemson
A two-day conference of cotton
breeders, shippers, and spinners
was held here at Clemson on January 29 and 30. Southern cotton
men from Mississippi to Maryland
came to lecture and to learn.
The program, arranged with the
college authorities, featured a
banquet, put on by Clemson's own
Captain Harcombe,
instructive
lectures, visits to places of interest on the campus, a visit to Judson Mills in Greenville, an address by the one and only Dr. D.
W. Daniel, and a magic show by
Dr. Albert Meiburg.

Lawton Receives
(Continued from page One)
CE '33, who was a member of
Tau Beta Pi, ASCE, First Sgts.
Club, and Kamp Klarke Klan
when here; Capt. F. A. Lawton,
CE '33, member of freshman football team, ASCE, Kamp Klarke
Klan; and Lt. Col. W. A. "Streak"
Lawton, Gen'l. Sc. '37, Cadet col.
Fresh, football and basketball,
varsity football, honor student,
commander soph., jr., and sr. platoons, member of Tiger Brotherhood, Blue Key, Sigma Tau Epsilon, Block "C" club, Scabbard
and Blade when here and now
overseas in Italy.

Capt. David Joyc
Decorated In Ital
Capt. David T. Joyce of Gree'
wood, a pilot on a 15th An
Air Force B-17 Flying Fortre
was awarded the Distinguish .
Flying, Cross for "extraordin;
achievement while participati -.
in aerial flight in the Medite ranean theater of operations."
Capt. Joyce is a veteran
numerous missions over enei "
territory and in addition to the
Distingushed Flyng Cross, he 1
been awarded the Air Medal.
He graduated from Greenwc
High School and Clemson Colk
after which he received his wir .
on March 10, 1943, at Moc
Field, Ga.

Lt. Hester Becomes
Operations Officer
Lt. Benjamin F. Hester, T.
'40, of Sebring, Fla., has recen
become the youngest Operatior,:
officer at the AAF Pilot Schi
Hendricks Field, Fla. Twen.
five year old Lt. Hester has c
2,000 hours flying time in his I
book.
While at Clemson he was
Corp., Sgt., 1st. Lt., and Batterr
Adjutant. He was a member of
the Palmetto Literary Soci
and the Calhoun Forensic Socie

CLEMSON MEN:
We invite you to make your headquarters here
while in Anderson.

JOHN C. CALHOUN HOTEL
"Anderson's Finest"
ANDERSON, S. C.

The Clemson Foundation has
set a goal of $150,000 to educate the children of Clemson
men killed in World War II
If you want a part in this great work, send your donation—large or small—
to

The Clemson Foundation

MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO THE EDUCATION FUND AND MAIL
TO J. H. WOODARD, SECRETARY.
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RELAX AT OUR

SODA FOUNTAIN

Have Your Film

Send Your Friends A

Come in and enjoy a milkshake after classes

Developed and Printed
Thru Us-Rapid Service

Selection of College
Stickers and Pennants

L t MM DRUG

The official College Book and Supply Store
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